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ABSTRACT

. The influenceof the Lewis numberon turbulentflamefront geometryis investigatedin a

premixed turbulentstagnationpoint flame. A laser tomographytechnique is used to

obtainthe flame shape, a fractalanalysisof the multiscaleflame edges is performedand

the distributionof local flame front curvatureis deter,_ined. Lean H2/Ah-and C3Hs/Air
mixtures with similar laminarburning rates were in'_,estigatedwith Lewis numbersof

0.33 and 1.85 respectively. At the conditions studied the laminar H2/Air mixture is
unstable and a cellular structureis observed. Turbulence in the reactant stream is

generated by a perforatedplate and the turbulentlengthscale (3mm) and intensity (7%)
at the nozzle exit are fixed. The equivalence ratio is set so that the laminarburning

velocity is the same for ali the cases. The results show clearly that the turbulentflame

surface area is dependenton the Lewis number. For a Lewis number less than unity
surfaceareaproductionis observed. The shapeof the flame front curvaturedistribution

is not found to be very sensitive to the Lewis number. For the H2/Air mixture the

distributionis skewed towardthe positive values indicating the presenceof cusps while
for the C3Hs/Airmixturethe distributionis moresymmetrical. In both cases the average

curvature is found to be zero, and ff the local burning speed varies linearly with
curvature,the local positive and negative burningvelocity variationsdue to curvature
will balance.



INTRODUCTION

Premixed combustion is involved in many practical systems such as propulsion,

internal combustion engines and industrial burners. Laminar and turbulent combustion

have been the object of intense experimental and theoretical research and the problem of

laminar flame front dynamics has been addressed in detail by Law (1982) and Clavin

(1985). It is clear from this work that Lewis number and hydrodynamic effects are

significant factors in the dynamics of curved laminar flame fronts. In the wrinkle0

laminar flame regime, therefore, it is to be expected that Lewis number effects will

modify the structure of premixed turbulent flame turbulent flames. The Lewis number,

Le = a/ag, is the ratio of the thermal diffusivity in the reactant mixture, a, and the mass

diffusivity, 9, of the species deficient compared to the stoichiometric proportions and so

it changes discontinuously from a lean to a rich mixture and from one fuel to another.

Although significant simplifications in the modeling of turbulent combustion are

obtained by assuming that the Lewis number is unity the range of applicability of this
assumption has yet to be determined. Abdel-Gayed and Bradley (1989) have shown that

the global quenching of premixed turbulent flames is sensitive to the Lewis number but

its effects on turbulent flame structure are unclear. The object of this work is to focus

on the influence of the Lewis number on the dynamics, structure and hence burning rate

of low Reynolds number turbulent premixed flames. Specifically, the effect of laminar

instabilities on the flame front surface area and modifications in flame front geometry in

terms of the distribution of local flame front curvature will be investigated.

Flame surface area:

For high Damk_Shlernumber flames, where the chemical time is much shorter

than the turbulence time, the increase in the mass burning rate can be correlated to an

increase in flame front surface area caused by the turbulence in the approach flow. The

turbulent burning velocity, ST, is then:

ST=SL AT (1)
AL

where AT/AL is the ratio between the turbulent and the laminar flame front surface areas

and SL is the laminar burning velocity. Gouldin (1987) has suggested that the turbulent

flame front surface area may be obtained by fractal analysis.

If a multiscale object is a fractal it can be described by three parameters: the

fractal dimension, D, and the inner and outer cutoffs, ei and _-oresgectively. In cases

where the three hactal parameters can be evaluated there is a relationship between the

area increase and ei, eo and D. The increase in length of a fractal line between these

limits, obtained here from tomographic images, is given by"
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To obtain an estimate of the surface area increase it is often assumed that the

• flame surface is an isotropic fractal and that the fractal dimension of the flame surface,

D3, is related to that of the cross section line D2, by D3 ffiD2 + 1. _, the present case the

outer cutoff is significantly larger, ~30mm, than the flame brush thickness, .-10mm, and

this assumption is unlikely to be correct at the largest scales. The surface, however, is

probably isotropic at scales smaller than the integral scale. As the flow field is identical

for ali the cases studied, the results can be compared directly and the isotropic estimate of

the surface area will be adopted. The surface area increase, then, is given by:

A(e i) (e-12-/_
.... = (3)
A(o)

Combining (1) and (3) leads to"

ST =SL_-I 2-D3 (4)

Flame front curvature:

Markstein (1964) has proposed a relationshipwhich includes the effects of the
local flame front curvature and the strain rate of the reactant flow field on the flame front

propagation velocity:

(_L -1)=_L (SLh+n_.Vu.n_.) (5)

where S n is the normal burning velocity, SL the unstrained laminar flame speed relative

to the fresh mixture, £ the Marstein length, h the local flame front curvature, Vu the

strain rate tensor in the flow field upstream of the flame front and n is the normal vector

•. to the flame front directed toward the fresh mixture. The Markstein length depends on

the physicochemical properties of the mixture and hence the Lewis number. An

expression for the Markstein length which includes the temperature dependence of the

" diffusivities using high activation energy asymptotic analysis has been obtained by

Clavin and Garcia (1983):



where 13is the Zeldovitch number, a reduced activation energy, and in this analysis

I/_ << I. _ is typically of order I0 for hydrocarbon flames, while for lean hydrogen

flame it is of order 5. The heat release ratio, 7, is defined as: y=(pu-Pb)IPb where the

subscript u represent unburned gas and b burned gas, d is the laminar flame front

thickness, 0 is the reduced temperature T_ u and r(0) is the ratio of the thermal

diffusivities times the density at 0 and in the reactant stream.

In summary then the Lewis number can affect the burning rate of premixed

turbulent flames in two ways. First, the flame front instability may lead to the

production of flame surface area and second, by changing the local reaction rate through

the local flame front curvature. In this paper we will address experimentally these two

issues by studying turbulent premixed flames over a range of Lewis numbers. A

tomographic diagnostic technique which records flame front cross sections will be

presented, a fractal analysis which is well adapted to a multiscale surface area analysis

described and probability distributions of local flame front curvature obtained. The

results will be interpreted "in terms of the burning rate, and compared with results
available in the literature.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments presented in this paper have been performed on a stagnation

point flame burner. A description of the flow field and flame structure results obtained

by tomography have been published previously (1988,1990).

A fuel/air premixed flow is provided by a 50mm diameter jet, which is shielded

by a concentric air stream at the same velocity of 100mm diameter. A stagnation plate is

placed 100mm downstream of the burnerexit and turbulence is generated by a perforated

plate 50mm upstream of the burner exit and the turbulent length scale, l (3mm) and

intensity (7%) at the nozzle exit are fixed. Cho ct al. have found for this burner that

these values do not change significantly until the flame zone is reached. The turbulent

flame stabilizes at a distance from the stagnation plate determined by the mass

consumption rate of the flame and the density ratio between the burnt and unburnt gases.

An advantage of this configuration compared to the V-shaped or Bunsen flames is that
the turbulent flame characteristics such as turbulent flame brush thickness and surface

area are fixed in space. Goix et.al. (1988) have shown that the flame brush thickness and

the flame surface area of a V-shaped flame increase monotonically downstream of the

flame holder.-differences of a factor of two or three being observed. Two mixtures have

been chosen to investigate the effects of Lewis number on the structure of turbulent

stagnation point flames: hydrogen/air and propane/air. The equivalent ratio in each case

has been selected so that the mixtures have the same laminar burning velocity of SL =30

ems-1. The Lewis number and the turbulence and flow conditions are given in Table I.



High Speed Laser Tomography

A laser tomography technique based on Mie scattering which visualizes the location and

. shape of premixed flame front surfaces has been used extensively over the last ten years

(Boyer, 1980; Goix et al., 1989; Chew et al., 1989; Zur Loye and Bracco, 1987). The

scalar field of the premixed flames to be studied here consists essentially of burned and

" unburned states separated by a thin flame sheet and scalar properties, such as temperature

or density, can be determined by measuring the intensity of light scattered from micron

sized silicone oil droplets which evaporate at the flame sheet. A laser light sheet of

60mm width and 0.5mm thickness is produced by a copper vapor laser and two

cylindrical lenses as shown in Fig (1). The copper vapor laser provides 5 mJ pulses of

20ns duration at adjustable repetition rates up to 10kHz at _, = 511nm. Silicon oil

particles which evaporate at approximately 600K mark the leading edge of the flame

sh_-,et.A high speed Fastax camera was used to record the laser sheet and provide

synchronization pulses at 3 kHz which trigger the laser. The film used was Kodak 4X

reversal (400 ASA). The film frames are projected on a screen, digitized by a video

camora and stored on a 512 x 512 I2S matrix memory which has a dynamic range of 256

gray levels. The scaling factors in the X and Y directions are 0.16 mm per pixel and 0.12

mm per pixel respectively. A threshold corresponding to the maximum intensity gradient

is determined from the gray level probability density function of each image and the

flame front reaction zone edge corresponding to this threshold is extracted and stored for

further statistical treatment. Since the gray level probability function is strongly bimodal

around the area of interest (near the flame edges), the edge shapes were not sensitive to

the threshold value selected for the edge detection. Digitization noise was removed from

the edges by the method given in Shepherd et al. (1992). Representative flame edges for

the three cases considered, an unstable hydrogen/air flame, and turbulent hydrogen/air
and propane/air flames, are given in Fig. 2.

Many analysis methods are available to determine the fractal parameters from

such data: e.g. the stepping caliper method, the box counting method and the circle

method. The stepping caliper method has been used here because the flame boundaries

are continuous and it has been shown to be the most sensitive by Shepherd et al. (1992).

The flame length is determined by stepping along the flame boundary at a given scale cn.
The flame length determined at that scale is then

L(_.n)=N_.n

Where N is the number of steps necessary to cover the whole flame length. The fractal

dimension can be obtained by plotting in log-log space L(cn) versus cn. The large scale

cutoff, e.o , and the small scale cutoff, ei , can also be obtained when a sharp change in

. slope is observed on both sides of the fractal region. The fractal parameters have been

determined in a window of 40 mm about the stagnation line.

The curvature along the flame edge is obtained from a least mean square fit of a

circle locally to the curve within the same window as in the fractal calculations. The sign
of the curvature has been chosen to be positive when the flame front is concave toward

the unburned gas.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unstable laminar hydrogen/air flame:

Laminar hydrogen/air flames are unstable at lean equivalence ratios due to Lewis

number effects and cellular, self turbulizing flames are observed (Williams, 1985). In

the present stagnation point configuration, however, the planar strain that the flame

experiences will tend to stabilize the flame by damping perturbations of the flame front.

As instabilities may play a significant role in the wrinkling _ss of a turbulent flame a

preliminary investigation of an unstable laminar flame was conducted.

An equivalence ratio of _ _ 0.3 was found to be _he threshold above which an

unstable lean hydrogen/air laminar flame front is obtained. Fig 3. shows the growth of a

cellular flame when the threshold is crossed; the time taken for the instability to develop

was approximately 13 ms. The dark region in figure 3 is the hot product zone between

the cold flow and the stagnation plate. The surface area of the flame is increased by the

instabilities, fig. 2(a), and so the flame stabilizes at a higher approach flow axial velocity:

60 cre/see compared to 30 cre/see for the stable case. The velocities were determined by

one dimensional LDV measurements along the stagnation line using as the seed silicon

oil droplets which disappear at the cold boundary to give the mean flame ,propagation
velocity at that point. The velocity gradient for all the cases is dU/dx =50 s - t.

Fig 4(a) is a fractal plot of the chaotic, cellular hydrogen/air flame under laminar

flow conditions obtained by averaging 30 independent flame edges. Using equation 3
and the fractal parameters in Table II, gives an increase in surface area above the stable,

planar case of 1.19 which may be compared to the increase in flame propagation speed

by a factor of 2. It should be noted that dle measured inner cutoff is close to the laser

sheet thickness of 0.5mm and the actual cutoff value may be smaller. Fig 4(b) shows the

probability density function of flame front curvature deduced from the same data set.

The average curvature was found to be very small, h-0.0, although a marked

asymmetry, see Table III, can be observed toward large positive curvatures, which is

characteristic of the presence of the flame cusps clearly visible in Fig 2(a).

Flame surface area:

The experimental conditions for the turbulent flames studied here are presented

Table I and examples of the flame edges are shown in Figur_ 2 Co,c). For these cases the

ratio u°/SLis 1.2 and the Lewis number varies from Le = 0.3, for the lean H2/air mixture,

to Le = 1.85 for the lean propane/air mixture. Cho ct al. (1986) found that the prof'fle of

the velocity rms was fiat along the centerline of similar flames and so u'/SL has been

computed from the upstream turbulent conditions.

Since at high Damk0hler numbers molecular effects control the local

consumption rate, Lewis number effects (well described in the literature by Clavin

(1985) and Williams (1985)) may play a significant role in the wrinkling process and

resultant surface area of a turbulent premixed flame. Although fractal analyses of

turbulent flames by Gouldin ct al. (1988), Goix ct al (1989), Takeno ct al. (1990) and
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Zm"Loye and Bracco (1989) have shown that the increase in surface area is related to an

increase in u'/SL, the large scatter in these results indicates that a simple relationship does

not exist between the fractal parameters and the turbulent flow field characteristics and

. that the wrinkling process of the surface is not a function solely of u' and SL as proposed

by North and Santavicca (1990).

Fig. 5(a,b) is a comparison between the fractal plots obtained from the flame

- front of the propane/air mixture and the hydrogen/air mixture. In this figure the plots,

obtained by averaging 30 statistically independent edges, show that the edges are fractal,

on average, over a range of scales of more than a decade. The ratio between the inner

and the outer cutoffs is 13 for the propane mixture and 14 for the hydrogen mixture but

the fractal dimension for the hydrogen mixture, D=2.25, is significantly higher than for

the propane mixture, D=2.13. This difference represents, equations (3,4), a 40%
difference in the area increase and hence burning rate and is also 65% higher than for the

unstable laminar hydrogen/air flame. The increase in surface area per unit volume in the

case of the hydrogen mixture, Le--0.33, is Al,/At. = 1.95 compared to that of the propane

mixture, Le=l.85, of AT/At. = 1.41. For these cases the turbulence conditions and the

laminar burning velocities are the same and the ratio u'/SL is identical for both cases.

The cutoffs are not very sensitive to the Lewis number and move only slightly towards

smaller scales for the hydrogen case, (_/)H2/(_:i)¢3Hs = 0.86 and

(eo)//2/(¢o)¢3Hs = 0.94. The predominant effect of the Lewis number is to change the

fractal dimension the cutoff sizes, Table II, being determined by the turbulence field.

This effect may be explained by an amplification of the perturbations of the flame front

produced between _e cutoff scales by the velocity field. The density ratios of these two

systems are different, however, and the greater expansion of the burned gases in the
propane case may limit the area to volume ratio of the flame front and so contribute to

reducing the fractal dimension. It is also of interest to note that the inner cutoff for the

unstable laminar case is significantly smaller than in the turbulent case indicating again

the importance of the perturbation field, the turbulence, in determining the significant
wrinkle scales.

In Fig. 6 the surface area increase of turbulent stagnation point flames is plotted

against the _ _wis number as defined above, using the results presented here with results

obtained b _hepherd et al (1990) for methane and ethylene mixtures at similar u'/SL
ratios. It is clear from this figure that the Lewis number is an important parameter in the

wrinkling process of turbulent flames and in the case of lean mixtures, when the Lewis

number is less than unity, surface area production is observed. Liu and Lenze (1989) in

attempted a correlation between the turbulent burning rate and u'/SL used mixtures of

methane and hydrogen as the fuel. A significant difference between lean and the rich

• mixtures was observed in the burning rate increases and it was fount r that the burning

rate ratio was always higher for the lean mixture at the same u'/SL ratio even for high
values of u'. It is probable that in modifying the fuel by adding hydrogen to the methane

(which has a Lewis number of unity) Lewis number effects became important and so the

lean mixtures behaved differently fi,om the rich mixtures.



Flame front curvature:

The probability distributions for the local flame front curvature obtained from 30

flame images for the two turbulent flame cases (a) H2/air and (b) C3Hs/air mixture are

compared in fig 7. The statistics of these distributions, calculated between h = :t:3mm -1,

are Oven in TaMe III. Although only the pdf of the flame front curvature in the

tomographic plane is measured, recent comparisons of such data with three dimension_;

direct numerical simulations indicate that a reasonable estimate of the lxlf of the surface

curvature can be obtained from the pdf of the planar curvature (Shepherd and Ashurst,

1992). As in the laminar case, the turbulent hydrogen/air pdfs are skewed towards the

positive curvature while for the propane mixture the lxlf is more Gaussian in shape

indicating that some of the production of surface area in the hydrogen/air flame is

occurring at large positive curvatures. The Markstein number, Ma=f./d can be calculated

using equation (6) for the lean propane/air mixture where the large Zeldovitch number

assumption is valid ([_=10) to give a value of 7.9, Table III. This assumption may not be

acceptable for the hydrogen/air mixture where a value of f_=5 has been used.

Experimental determinations of the Markstein number have recently been performed by

Searby and Quinard (1991) and Deshaies and Cambray (1990) over a range of conditions

where propane, hydrogen, methane and ethylene/air mixtures were studied. They both

found a linear relationship between the curvature and the difference in propagation and

burning speed. The average curvature was found to be close to zero for ali the cases

studied and it may be concluded fi'om equation 5 that the difference, on average, between

the burning velocity and the local propagation speed will be depend on the straining

field. In the case of the stagnation point flame configuration where the flame front is

normal to the flow field close to the stagnation line the bulk strain term in equation (5)

becomes: n_..Vu.n=(dU/dx) which was measured by LDV to be 50s "1. It should be

noted that there will also be a fluctuating strain rate term due to the turbulence field

which in the present case, if estimated by u'/l (-110), is larger than the mean strain. In

this line_-regime l_sitive and negative curvature effects balance each other and the main

impact of the Lew_.snumber on the mass burning rate of the turbulent hydrogen flame is

therefore to increase the flame front surface area. The linear dependence of the burning

speed on flame stretch, however, could not be determined experimentally for the present

lean hydrogen/air mixture and so the linear Markstein relationship is still an assumption

for this condition. Furthermore, equation 5 has been derived from an asymptotic analysis

for small curvatures and weak swain (Clavin, 1985) and the response of the flame at large

flame stretch rates may well be non-line,tr.

CONCLUSION

In this paper the Lewis number effect on the shape of a turbulent premixed stagnation
t

point flame front for study. C3Hs/Air and H2/Air lean mixtures were chosen to address

this problem. The Lewis number of these mixtures is respectively Le=l.85 for the

propane/air and Le=0.3 for the hydrogen/air mixture. "D,'_ ,,:-aography technique has

been has been used in order to record flame front edges. The flame front surfaces areas



have been analyzed with a fractal algorithm to estimate the _arne surface area and
probabilitydensityfunctionsof local flamecurvaturededuced.

, 1) The laminar H2/air stagnationpoint flame was found to be unstable above an

equivalence ratio _ ffi 0.3. From the longitudinal velocity profiles the flame front

propagation speed Was deduced for the stable and self turbulizing flame. The ratio of

• these propagation speeds was equal to 2 which does not match the cone.sponding area

increase of 1.19 obtained from the fractal analysis.

2) For the same turbulent flow conditions the turbulent flame front surface area was

found to be sensitive to the Lewis number. This effect was predominandy in the fractal

dimension which varied from 2.13 for the propane mixture to 2.25 to the hydrogen

mixture corresponding to increases in surface area and hence burning rate of 1.41 and

1.95 respectively. The cutoffs are not very sensitive to the Lewis number and are

probably determined by the turbulence field.

3) The flame front curvature distribution was not strongly dependent on the Lewis
number. The distributions of the unstable and turbulent hydrogen/air mixtures were

similar and found to be skewed toward positive curvatures (convex toward the burned

gases) which can be attributed m the presence of cusps. For the lean propane mixuae the

curvature distribution is more symmetrical. In ali cases, however, the average curvature

was zero. If the laminar burning velocity is a linear function of the curvature these

results indicate that positive and negative curvature effects on the local laminar burning

speed balance and have no net effect on the average burningrate.
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|• Fig. 1 Schematic of high speed laser tomography experiment.

Fig. 2 Flame front edges obtained from tomography: (a) unstable laminar hydrogen/eir

J flame (b) turbulent hydrogen/air flame (c) turbulent propane/air flame
ill

Fig. 3 Time series of 6 tomography snapshots taken at 3 kHz of an unstable premixed

laminar hydrogen/air stagnation flame. _ = 0.3

Fig. 4(a) Fractal plot of a laminar cellular H2/air flame.

Fig. 4(b) Probability density function of curvature of the laminar cellular flame.

Fig. 5 Fractal plots of turbulent flame front edges. (a) H2/Air mixture (b) C3Hs/Air
mixture.

' Fig. 6 Turbulent to laminar flame front surface area ratio versus the Lewis number for

turbulent premixed stagnation point flames.

Fig. 7 Probability density function of cm'vature of the turbulent stagnation point flame.

(a)H2/airmixture(b)¢3rXs/atrmixture
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TABLE I:

Mixture and Flow field Conditions
v

C_Hs H2

0.75 o.3o

Tb/T u 6.60 4.00

Le 1.85 0.33

SL m/$ 0.30 0.30

u'm/s 0.35 0.35

TABLE H

Fractal Results

H2 H2 C_Hs

(unstable_ QurbulenQ
D 2.06 2.25 2.13

ei mm 0.60 1.32 1.62

_omm 9.3 19.8 21.1

A,r/AI, 1.2 1.95 1.4i
i i
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TABLE HI

Flame Front Curvature

i

H2 H2 C_Ha

, , _unstable) _turbulent)
h mm "l -0.0002 -0.031 -0.006

h'mm "l 0.61 0.87 0.51

skewness 0.84 0.83 0.76

kurtosis 3.76 3.98 5.7

I'

Ma 1.7 1.7 7.9
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